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Temperature transmitter with intrinsically-safe sensor
connections
Moore Industries announces a new member to the Associated Intrinsically-Safe
(AIS) family of products with the release
of the THZ3 compact Dual Input Smart
HART® Temperature Transmitter in DIN
Rail Mount housing with Associated IS sensor connections. The intrinsically-safe -AIS
option allows direct connection of sensors in
hazardous areas since it includes an internal
intrinsically-safe barrier in the front end of
the THZ3. The Universal mounting bracket
easily snaps on and off of 35mm Top Hat
DIN-rails and standard relay tracks. The THZ3 is also HART
and DTM Programmable for fast and accurate setup with a useroriented basic configuration.

Moore Industries

www.miinet.com
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Battery-powered wireless oscilloscope
Saelig has introduced the IkaScope WS200, a pen-shaped
battery-powered wireless oscilloscope that streams captured
signals to almost any WiFi-connected screen. It offers a 30MHz
bandwidth with its 200MSa/s
sampling rate and the maximum
input is ±40Vpp. It provides
galvanically-isolated measurements even when a USB connection
is charging the internal battery. The IkaScope WS200 will work
on desktop computers and mobile devices. The free application
software can be downloaded for whichever platform is needed. The
IkaScope WS200 has no power switch; it detects pressure on the
probe tip and turns on automatically. Power-consuming circuitry is
only turned on when the probe tip is pressed, and it automatically
shuts down after a short period of non-use.

Saelig
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Magnetic Inductive
Flowmeter

MIK

An economical substitute for
paddle & turbine flowmeters
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Features:
• Magneto-Inductive
technology
An economical
substitute for
with no moving parts

paddle & turbine flowmeters

• Use with a variety of conductive
liquids, acids, and caustics

• Ryton® body with SS electrodes
PVDF body with Hastelloy® C
or Tantalum electrodes
• Electronics include frequency
or current outputs, adjustable
switches, and integral totalizers
or batch controllers
Specifications:
• Ranges: 0.18-7.8 GPH through
9-180 GPM water
• Max Pressure: 145 PSIG @ 70°F
• Max Pressure Drop: 3.6 PSI
@ 100% ratedFeatures:
flow
Magneto-Inductive
technology
• Accuracy: ± •2.0%
of full scale

with no moving parts

Areas of Application:
Use with
a variety of conductive
Machines
• Welding and •Casting
• Chillers and HVAC
liquids, acids, and caustics
• Water Filtration and Purification
• Ryton® body with SS electrodes
• Process Cooling

PVC Modifiers Re-Packaged Using
Bulk Bag Dischargers, Filler and Conveyor
Introduction
Kaneka North America LLC needed an efficient, dust-free method of re-packaging PVC modifiers to replace manual methods in place since 2003.
The plant packages grades of modifier products into bulk bags and sacks based on projected
customer orders for product grades in specific bag sizes. When the actual orders don’t match the
projections, the plant needs to transfer products from one bulk bag size to another.
Previously, forklifts suspended a bulk
bag above the hopper of a portable
screw conveyor which transferred the
material into the desired size bulk bag.
Similarly, material was discharged from
a bulk bag into the hopper of a valve
bag filling machine for 50 lb (23kg)
sacks. Both operations presented safety
risks from the suspended bulk bags and
generated high levels of dust. Product
loss also occurred, and operations frequently had to stop for cleaning and
removing dust that would pose a safety
hazard.
Two bulk bag dischargers, a flexible screw
In the new system supplied by Flexiconveyor, a bulk bag filler and programmable
con, a flexible screw conveyor transfers
controls allow re-bagging of PVC modifiers into powder from the first of two BULKbulk bags of three sizes and 50 lb (23 kg) sacks, OUT® bulk bag dischargers to a
efficiently and dust-free.
TWIN-CENTERPOST™ bulk bag
filler. The second bulk bag discharger empties into the hopper of the valve bag filler for 50 lb
(23 kg) sacks located under the discharger.
Discharging material into various size bulk bags
In Kaneka’s “bulk-to-bulk" transfer system, the loops of bulk bags are connected to a bag lifting frame which is fork lifted onto a cradle at the top of a BULK-OUT® bulk bag discharger
model BFF-C-X. A SPOUT-LOCK® clamp ring that is raised pneumatically by a TELE-TUBE®
telescoping tube makes a secure, sealed connection to the bag spout, preventing contamination
of the plant environment with dust during material discharge. The telescoping tube maintains
constant downward tension on the bag as it empties and elongates, promoting material flow into
an 8 cu ft (226 l) hopper.
As the bag lightens, POP-TOP™ extension arms at the top of the four discharger
posts increasingly stretch the bag upward
into a cone shape, as FLOW-FLEXER® bag
activators raise opposite bottom sides of the
bag into a “V” shape on timed cycles, promoting total discharge from the bag. The receiving hopper of the discharger is equipped
with a hinged lid and bag tray support, allowing material to be dumped manually
from sacks, boxes and other containers.
A 12 ft (3.6 m) long flexible screw conveyor, inclined at 45º, transfers the PVC
At the bulk bag filler, an inflatable collar
modifiers from the hopper to a TWINCENTERPOST™ bulk bag filler with seals the bag spout to prevent the escape of
height-adjustable fill head to accommodate dust, after which the PLC inflates the bag to
remove creases prior to filling.
a wide range of bag sizes.
The operator attaches the bag loops to
retractable hooks that support the bag during filling. Under PLC control, plant air inflates the
bag while an inflatable collar seals the bag spout which, together with a filtered air displacement
vent, prevents the escape of dust.
Load cells supporting the filler transmit weight gain information to the PLC which stops the
flexible screw conveyor once the target weight is gained.
Discharging material from bulk bags to 50 lb (23 kg) sacks
In Kaneka’s “bulk-to-sack" transfer system, a BULK-OUT® model BFC-C-X bulk bag discharger empties contents of the bulk bag into the hopper of the valve bag filling machine for 50
lb (23 kg) sacks.
The BFC Series discharger differs from the BFF Series discharger in that bags are lifted from the
plant floor by means of a cantilevered I-beam with hoist and trolley, eliminating the need for a
forklift. This hoist assembly was installed to fit limited headroom where the bulk bag discharger is
located. As with the “bulk-to-bulk” transfer system, the discharger employs a SPOUT-LOCK®
clamp ring and TELE-TUBE® telescoping tube.
Dust-tight system boosts productivity
From start to finish, both operations are completely enclosed, greatly reducing dust emissions.
Dust control for both transfer systems has been further enhanced by connecting to a recently
installed dust collection system with explosion protection. Vent hoods and mass balance dust collection spouts were installed as required to make the system as clean and safe as possible.
“Dust generated from the re-bagging operation has been significantly reduced. The new system improves our productivity by an order of magnitude,” said Brian Wilson, Staff Reliability
Engineer at Kaneka North America.
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